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Introductory matrix algebra
and anti -symmetric if

A=-AT Aij =-Aji (2.3)

where AT denotes the transpose of A.
The 3 x 3 unit matrix is denoted by I, and its elements by 8ij.

Thus

I = (Sii) (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (2.4)

2.1 Matrices where

In this chapter we summarize some useful results from matrix
algebra. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the elemen-
tary operations of matrix addition, multiplication, inversion and
transposition. Most of the other properties of matrices which we
will present are also elementary, and some of them are quoted
without proof. The omitted proofs will be found in standard texts
on matrix algebra.

An m x n matrix A is an ordered rectangular array of mn
elements. We denote

8u = 822 = 833=1, 823= 831= 812= 832= 813= S21= O (2.5)

Clearly 8ii = 8ii. The symbol Sii is known as the Kronecker delta.
An important property of Sij is the substitution rule:

3

L 8ijAkj = Aki
i-l

3

'\ 8..A k = A' kL IJ J l'
i-l

(2.6)

The trace of a square matrix A is denoted by tr A, and is the
sum of the elements on the leading diagonal of A. ThUS, for a
3 x 3 matrix A,

A12

A22

A=(Aij)= (2.1)

3

trA=Au +A22+A33= L Aii
i-l

(2.7)

In particular,
3

trI= '\ S..=3L. n
i=l

ml Am2 (2.8)

so that Aii is the element in the ith row and the jth column of
the matrix A. The index i takes values 1,2,. . ., m, and the index
j takes values 1,2,. . ., n. In continuum mechanics the matrices
which occur are usually either 3 x 3 square matrices, 3 x 1 column
matrices or 1 x 3 row matrices. We shall usually denote 3 x 3
square matrices by bold-face roman capital letters (A, B, C, etc.)
and 3 x 1 column matrices by bold-face roman lower-case letters
(a, b, c, etc.). A 1 x 3 row matrix will be treated as the transpose
of a 3 x 1 column matrix (aT, bT, cT, etc.). Unless otherwise
stated, indices will take the values 1, 2 and 3, although most of
the results to be given remairi true for arbitrary ranges of the
indices.

A square matrix A is symmetric if

With a square matrix A there is associated its determinant,
det A. We assume familiarity with the elementary properties
of determinants. The determinant of a 3 x 3 matrix A can be

expressed as
3 3 3 3 3 3

detA=i L L L L L L eiike...AiAisAk' (2.9)
i=li=lk=lr=ls=l.-l

where the alternating symbol eiik is defined as:

(a) eiik = 1 if (i, j, k) is an even permutation of (1,2,3) (Le.
e123= e231= e312= 1);

(b) eiik= -1 if (i, j, k) is an odd permutation of (1,2,3) (Le.
e321= e132= e213= -1);

(c) eijk=0 if any two of i, j, k are equal (e.g. el12=O, e333=0).A=AT, Aij=Aii (2.2)
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6 Introductory matrix algebra
The summation convention 7

eijk = ejki = ekij =-ekji =-e;kj = -t;ik (2.10)

The conciseness introduced by the use of this notation is illus~
trated by the observation that, in full, the right-hand side of
(2.14) contains 36=729 terrns, although because of the properties
of eijk only six of these are distinct and non-zero.

Some other examples of the use of summation convention are
the following:

(a) If A = (Aij), B = (Bij), then the element in the ith row and jth
3

column of the product AB is L AikBkj, which is written as
k~l

AikBkj.

(b) Suppose that in (a) above, B=AT. Then Bij =Ajil and so the
element in the ith row and jth column of AA T is AikAjk' In
particular, if A is an orthogonal matrix Q =(Qij) we have
from (2.12)

.~ D.!f.~

I t follows from this definition that eijk has the symmetry proper-
ties

The condition det A :/=O is a necessary and sufficientcondition
for the existence of the inverse A -l of A.

A square matrix Q is orthogonal if it has the property

Q-l =QT (2.11)

It follows that if Q is orthogonal, then

QQT=I. ,QTQ=I (2.12)

and

det Q =:f:1 (2.13) .. "'Y.

Our main concern will be with proper orthogonal matrices, for
which

QikQjk = Oij, QkiQkj = oij (2.15) .'

det Q = 1

If Ql and Q2 are two orthogonal matrices, then their product
QlQ2 is also an orthogonal matrix.

(c) A linear relation between two column matrices x and y has
the form

~ ~~

x=Ay (2.16)

which may be written as ,.. ...

X; =AijYj (2.17)

2.2 The summation convention If A is non-singular, then from (2.16), y=A-lx. In particular,
if A is an orthogonal matrix Q, then

A very useful notational device in the manipulation of matrix,
vector and tensor expressions is the summation convention. Ac-
cording to this, if the same index occurs twice in any expression,
summation over the values 1, 2 and 3 of that index is automati-
cally assumed, and the summation sign is omitted. Thus, for ex-
ampIe, in (2.7) we may omit the summation sign and write

tr A =Aii

Similarly, the relations (2.6) are written as

x = Qy, Xi = QijYj,

y=Q-lX=QTX, Yi= QjiXj'

'. ~'''..
~

(d) The trace of AB is obtained by setting i = j in the last expres-
sion in (a) above; thus ~ ~

oijAjk = Aik, oijAkj = Aki

tr AB = AikBki

By a direct extension of this argument

tr ABC =AijBjkCkb

(2.18)

and from (2.8),

Oii=3

Using this convention, (2.9) becomes

det A = ìeijke,.tAi,AjsAk,

and so on.
(e) If a and bare column matrices with

(2.14)
aT= (al a2 a3), bT = (bl b2 b3),
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then a~ is a 1x 1 matrix whose single element is
]

al bl +a2b2+a]b] = I a.bi=a.bi
i-t

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors 9

(2.19)

where A is a given square matrix, x an unknown column matrix
and A an unknown scalar. In the applications which appear in this
book, A will be a 3x 3 matrix. We therefore confine the discus-
sion to the case in which A is a 3x 3 matrix, although the
generalization to n x n matrices is straightforward. Equation (2.23)
can be written in the form

(f) If a is as in (e) above, and A is a 3 x 3 matrix, then Aa is a
3 x 1 column matrix, and the element in its ith row is

]

L Air£l,., which is written as Air£l,..
r-l

(g) Two useful relations between the Kronecker delta and the
alternating symbol are

(A-Al)x=O (2.14)

and the condition for (2.24) to have non-trivial solutions for x is

det (A-H)=O (2.25)

eijpe;jq= 25pq

eijpersp= 5ir5js- 5is5jr

These can bè verified direct1y by considering alI possible
combinations of values of i, j, p, q, r and s. ActualIy, (2.20)
are consequences of a more generaI relation between 5ij and
eijk>which can also be proved direct1y, and is

(2.20) This is the characteristic equation for the matrix A. When the
determinant is expanded, (2.25) becomes a cubic equation for A,
with three roots Al' A2, A] which are called the eigenvalues of A.
For the present we assume that Al' A2and A3are distinct. Then,
for example, the equation

5ir ais ait

5jr ajS 5jt I= eijke..t
_ 5kr 5ks 5kt

From (2.14) and (2.21) we can obtain the useful relation

empqdet A = eijkAimAjpAkq (2.22)

An index on which a summation is carried out is calIed a
dummy index. A dummy index may be replaced by any other
dummy index, for example A;; = Ajj. However, it is important
always to ensure that, when the summation convention is em-
ployed, no index appears more than twice in any expression, be-
cause the expression is then ambiguous.

In the remainder of this book it is to be assumed, unless the
contrary is stated, that the summation convention is being em-
ployed. This applies, in subsequent chapters, to indices which label
vector and tensor components as welI as those which label matrix
elements.

(2.21)

(A - AlI)x= O

has a non-trivial solution x(1),which is indeterminate to within a
scaler multiplier. Th&-column matrix x(l) is the eigenvector of A
associated with the eigenvalue Al; eigenvectors x(Z)and X(3)as-
sociated with the eigenvalues A2 and A3 are defined similar1y.

Since Al' A2, A3 are the roots of (2.25), and the coefficient of
A3on the left of (2.25) is -1, we have

det (A - AI) = (Al - A)(Àz- A)(A3- A) (2.26)

This is an identity in A, so it folIows by setting A=O that

det A = AlA2A3 (2.27)

."

::; ~ ~ ~
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Now suppose that A is a real symmetric matrix. There is no a
priori reason to expect Al and x(l) to be real. Suppose they are
complex, with complex conjugates Al and i(1). Then

Ax(l) = Alx(l) (2.28)

Transposing (2.28) and taking its complex conjugate gives

i(1)TA =Ali(l)T

c:t

(2.29)

2.3 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors
In continuum mechanics, and in many other subjects, we fre-
quently encounter homogeneous algebraic equations of the form

Ax =Ax (2.23)

Now multiply (2.28) on the left by i(1)T and (2.29) on the right by
x(1), and subtract. This gives

(Al- Al)i(1)TX(l)=0 (2.30)
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3 where in the last expression (and in future, whenever it is conve-
nient) the summation convention is employed. The quantities ~
(i = 1,2, 3) are the components of a in the specified coordinate
system; they are related to the magnitude a of a by

a2;;:;ai+a~+aj;;:;a,a, (3.2)

In particular, a vector may be the position vector x of a point P
relative to O. Then the components Xl' X2, X3 of x are the coordi-
nates of P in the given coordinate system, and the magnitude of
x is the length OP.

The scalar product a . b of the tWQvectors a, b with respective
magnitudes a, b, whose directions are separated by an angle O, is
the scalar quantity

a .b = ab cos O= albI + a2b2+ a3b3= a,bi (3.3)

If a and bare parallel, then a . b = ab, and if a and bare at right
angles, a' b = O. In particular,

e. . e. =
{

O

I J 1

0:0" ~ 'I:i;III~.

Vectors and cartesian
tensors

3.1 Vectors

We assume familiarity with basic vector algebra and analysis. In
the first part of this chapter we define the notation and sum-
marize some o( the more important results so that they are avail-
able for future reference.

We consider vectors in three-dimensional Euclidean space.
Such vectors will (with a few exceptions which will be noted as
they occur) be denoted by lower-case bold-face italic letters (a, b,
x, etc.). We make a distinction between coIumn matrices, which
are pureIy algebraic quantities introduced in Chapter 2, and vec-
tors, which represent physical quantities such as displacement, vel-
ocity, acceleration, force, momentum, and so on. This distinction
is reflected in our use of roman bold-face type for column mat-
rices and italic bold-face type for vectors.

The characteristic properties of a vector are: (a) a vector re-
quires a magnitude anda direction for its complete specification,
and (b) two vectors are compounded in accordance with the
parallelogram law. Thus two vectors a and b may be represented
in magnitude and direction by two lines in space, and if these two
lines are taken to be adjacent sides of a parallelogram, the vector
sum a + b is represented in magnitude and direction by the
diagonal of the parallelogram which passes through the point of
intersection of the two lines.

Suppose there is set up a system of rectangular right-handed
cartesian coordinates with origin O. Let el, e2, e3 denote vectors
of unit magnitude in the directions of the three coordinate axes.
Then el> e2, e3 are called base vectors of"the coordinate system.
By virtue of the parallelogram addition law, a vector a can be
expressed as a vector sum of three such unit vectors directed in
the three coordinate directions. Thus

.;

~
if il j

ifi=j
That is,

e, .ej =Dij (3.4)

The vector product a x b of a and b is a vector whose direc-
tion is normal to the pIane of a and b, in the sense of a right-
handed screw rotating from a to b, and whose magnitude is
ab sin O.In terms of components, a x b can convenientIy be written
as

~,'? ~, r~
;

h*

". '"

e l e2 e3

a X b = I al

bl

a2. a3

b2 b3

(3.5)

~

where it is understood that the determinant expansion is to be by
the first row. By using the alternating symbol eijb (3.5) can be
written as

a x b = eijkeiajbk (3.6)

The triple scalar product (a x b) .c is given in components as ~,

al

(axb)'c=lbl (3.7)

a = alel + a2e2+ a3e3 = ~e; (3.1) Cl

a2 a3

b2
b31 =eijkbjCk

C2 C3
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3.2 Coordinate transformation Hence

A vector is a quantity which is independent of any coordinate
system. If a coordinate system is introduced the vector may be
represented by its components in that system, but the same vector
will have different components in different coordinate systems.
Sometimes the components of a vector in a given coordinate sys-
tem may convenient1y be written as a column matrix, but this
matrix only specifies the vector if the coordinate system is also
specified.

Suppose the coordinate system is translated but not rotated, so
that the new origin is O', where O' has position vector Xo relative
to O. Then th~ position vector x' of P relative to O' is

Aft~r = Sij (3.11)

Since Sij= S;b (3.11) represents a set of six relations between the
nine quantities M.;. Now regard M./ as the elements of a square
matrix M. Then (3.11) is equivalent to the statement

MMI'=I (3.12)

Thus M = (M.j) is an orthogonal matrix; that is, the matrix which
determines the new base vectors in terms of the old base vectors

, is an orthogonal matrix. For a transformation from one right-
handed system to another right-handed system, M is a proper
orthogonal matrix. The rows of M are the direction cosines of ei
in the first coordinate system.

Since M is orthogonal, the reciprocal relation to (3.10) is

e; = Mljit, (3.13)

and so tbe columns of Mare tbe direction cosines of tbe Cj in the
coordinate system with base vectors ei.

Now from (3.8) and (3.13),

x'=x-xo.

In a translation without rotation, the base vectors el, ez, e3 are
unchanged, and so the components ai of a vector a are the same
in the system with ori gin O' as they were in the system with ori gin
O. ,

Now introduce a new rectangular right-handed cartesian coor-
dinate system with the same origin O as the originai system and
base vectors il> iz, i3' The new system may be regarded as
having been derived from the old by a rigid rotation of the triad
of coordinate axes about O. Let a vector a have components ai
in the originaI coordinate system and components ai in the new
system. Thus

à/e/ = o}eJ = o} MIJi;

Thus

~ = M.jtlj (3.14) .

This gives the new components ~ of a in terms of its old compo-
nents tlj, and the elements of the orthogonal matrix M which
determines the new base vectors in terrns of the old. Similarly,
from (3.8) and (3.10)

a = aiei = aiei (3.8)

Now denote by M;; the cosine of the angle between ei and e;, so
that

M;; =ii .e; (3.9)
l1j =M;ili; (3.15)

Then Mi; (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are the direction cosines of ei relative to
the first coordinate system, or, equivalent1y, M;j are the compo-
nents of éi in the first system. Thus

In particular, if a is the position vector x of the point P relative
to the origin O, then

ii = l'vIi;e; it = M/x;, Xj= M;ii; (3.16)(3.10)

It is geometrically evident that the nine quantities M;; are not
independent. In fact, since ii are mutually orthogonal unit
vectors, we have, as in (3.4) ei' e; = 5i;. However, from (3.4) and
(3.10),

e. . ~ = M;,e. . M;.e. = M;.M;.er . e. = Mi.M;.5rs= M;.M;r

where Xjand it are the coordinates of the point P in the first and
second coordinate systems respectively.

The transformation law, (3.14) and (3.15), is a consequence of
the parallelogram law of addition of vectors, and can be shown to
be equivalent to this law. Thus a vector can be defined to be a

I
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quantity with magnitude and direction which: (a) compounds ac-
cording to the parallelogram law, or equivalently, (b) can be rep-
resented by a set of components which transform as (3.14) under
a rotation of the coordinate system.

In the foregoing discussion we have admitted only rotations of
the coordinate system, so that M is a proper orthogonal matrix
(det M = 1). li we also consider transformations from a right-
handed to a left-handed coordinate system, for which M is an
improper orthogonal matrix (det M = -1), then it becomes neces-
sary to distinguish between vectors, whose components transform
according to (3.14), and pseudo-vectors, whose components trans-
form according to the rule

a; = (det M)1\1;jaj (3.17)

Examples of pseudo-vectors are the vector product a Xb of two
vectors a and b, the angular velocity vector, the infinitesimal rota-
tion vector (Section 6.7) and the vorticity vector (Section 6.9).
The distinction between vectors and pseudo-vectors only arises if
left-handed coordinate systems are introduced, and it will not be
of importance in this book.

It is evident from the definition of the scalar product a. b that
its value must be independent of the choice of the coordinate
system. To confirm this we observe from (3.14) that

a . b = a.b. = MaM k bk = 8.k a.bk = a.b. = a.b. (3 18.)J I Il} I J J l} I I .

A quantity such as a;b;,whose value is independent of the coordi-
nate system to which the components are referred, is an invariant
of the vectors a and b.

As the vector product is also defined geometrically, it must
have a similar invariance property. In fact, from (2.22), (3.10) and
(3.14) we have

terms) but it also reveals the structure of these complicated ex-
pressions and suggests the ways in which they may be simplified.

3.3 The dyadic product
There are some physical quantities, apart from quantities which
can be expressed as scalar or vector products, which require the
specification of two vectors for their description. For example, to
describe the force acting on a surface it is necessary to know the
magnitude and direction of the force and the orientation of the
surface. Some quantities of this kind can be described by a dyadic
product.

Tbe dyadic product of two vectors a and b is written a ~ b. It
has the properties

(aa) (8)b = a (8) (ab) = a(a (8) b) (3.20)
a (8) (b + c) = a (8) b + a (8)c, (b + c) ~ a = b (8) a + c (8)a

where a is a scalar. It follows that in terms of the components of
a and b, a (8)b may be written

a (8) b = (a;et) ~ (bjej) = a;bjel (8) ej (3.21)

We note that, in generaI, a (8)bt=b (8)a. Tbe form of (3.21) is
independent of the choice of coordinate system, for

~~i; ~ ij = M;p~~qbq(1\1;rer) (8)(~.e.)

= M;p1\1;~q~.~bqer (8)e.

= 8pr5q.~bqer (8)e.

=.a,.b.er (8)e.

= a;bje; ~ ej (3.22)

Tbe dyadic products et (8)ej of the base vectors e; are called
unit dyads.

In addition to (3.20), the essential property of a dyadic praduct
is that it forms an inner product with a vector, as follows

e;jkiiaJJk = elik1\1;p~qMkrepaqbr

= epqr(det M)epaqbr

= epqrepaqbr = e;jkeiajbk

(3.19)

provided that det M = +1.
The reader will observe the advantages of using the summation

convention in equations such as (3.18) and (3.19). Not only does
this notation allow lengthy sums to be expressed concisely (for
example, the third expression in (3.18) represents a sum of 27

(a (8)b) .c = a(b' c), a' (b (8) c) = (a .b)c (3.23)

Sioce there is 00 possibility of ambiguity, the brackets 00 the
left-haod sides af (3.23) may be omitted aod we can write

a . b (8) c = (a . b)c (3.24)a (8) b . c = a(b . c),
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3.4 Cartesian tensors

This is the transformation law for components of second-order
tensors. It depends on the composition rule (3.20) and can be
shown to be equivalent to this rule. Tbus (3.28) may be used to
formulate an alternative definition of a second-order tensor JIl_
order to identify a second-order tensor as such, it is sufficient to
snow t'hai in any traIlsfonI;ation from one rectangular cartesian
C'OOrmnatesystem to another, the components transform accord-

_ing to (3.28). In continuum ~.echanics, tensors are usually recog-

niied -6y th~prop:.r!~ _~h~t~~eir co~pon~~ts !!anSTorm-in_this
manner.
- "Nlore generally, a cartesian tensor.of order n can be expressed

in components as ~ Wl i!II
.'

Hence (3.24) can be written in terrns of components as

a @ b .c = bjCjakeb a. b @ c = a;bickek (3.25)

Formally, a. b may be interpreted as the scalar product even
when a or b form part of a dyadic product.

Tbe concept of a dyadic product can be extended to products
of three or more vectors. For exampie, a triadic product of thè
vectors a, b and c is written a @ b @ c and can be expressed in
component forrn as a;bjCkei @ ej @ ek'

We define a s~cond-order cartesian tensor to be a linear combina-

tion of dyadic products. As a dyadic product is, by (3.21), itself a
linear combination of unit dyads, a second-order cartesian tensor
A can be expressed as a linear combination of unit dyads, so that
it takes the form

A=Aij".m ei @ej @... @em'-- --.J , 1
~ .",.

n indices n factors

and its components transform according to the rule

Apq".t =MpiMqj . . . M,mAij".m

(3.29)

<
~ :t1
.~

(3.30) .~., ,,~;

A = Aijei @ ej (3.26) Thus a vector can be)nterpreted as a tensor of order one. A
scalar, which has a sing1e component which is unchanged in a
coordinate transforrnation, can be regarded as a tensor of order
zero. Nearly all of the tensors we encounter in this book will be
of order zero (scalars), one (vectors), or two.

The inverse relation to (3.28) is

.T
~ A

As a rule, we shall use bold-face italic capitals to denote cartesian
tensors of second (and higher) order. As the only tensors which
will be considered in this book until Chapter Il will be cartesian
tensors, we shall omit the adjective 'cartesian'. In Chapters 3-10,
the term 'tensor' means 'cartesian tensor'.

The coefficients Aij are called the components of A. (Wherever
possible, tensor components will be denoted by the same letter, in
italic capitals, as is used to denote the tensor itself.) By thc man-
ner of its definition, a tensor exists independent1y of any coordi-
nate system. However, its components can only be specified after
a coordinate system has been introduced, and the values of the
components depend on the choice of the coordinate system. Sup-
pose that in a_new coordinate system, with base vectors ei>A has
components Aij. Then

A=A.e. @ e. =A..e. @ e. (327 )IJ I J IJ I J .

Aij = Mpi~Apq,

and the inverse of (3.30) is

(3.31)

-.
~-.;

Aij...m = MpiMqj. . .1\.1;mApq...t (3.32)

Suppose that A = Aijei0 ej = Apqep0 eq is a second-order ten-
sor, and that Aij = Aji. Then from (3.28),

Aqp = MqiMpjAij = MpjMqiAji = Apq (3.33)

Apq = MpiMqjAij (3.28)

Thus the property of symmetry with respect to interchange of
tensor component indices is preserved under coordinate transfor-
mations, and so is a property of the tensor A. A tensor A whose
components have the property Aij =Aji (in any coordinate system)

is a symmetric second-order tensor. Many of the second-order ten-
sors which occur in continuum mechanics are symmetric.

Similarly, if Aij = -Aji> then Aij = -Aji> and A is an anti-
symmetric second-order tensor.

/'<

However, from (3.13),

Aijei @ ej = AijMpiMqj~ @ eq = Apq~ @ eq

Hence


